
4th Peace & Conflict Talk (PaCT)
Towards new orders, towards new cohesion?

The war in Ukraine continues with brute force.
Forecasts on hoped-for periods of peace keep
disappointing, also because Russia's actions and
Russia's actions are becoming more and more
uncertain. The uncertainties are increasing. At the
same time, European societies are negotiating further
strategies and conflicts and are moving closer together
in parts.

In a joint exchange, the PaCT tries to determine how to
assess the situation and opens up to pressing
questions: What violence are we observing? What is
the war and violence doing to Ukrainian society? Are
there movements where a glimmer of peace shines
through, or has everything become even more
uncertain? Is a new order being constituted in Europe?

The 4th PaCT has the great honour and pleasure to
hear and speak to a colleague from Kiev, and expands
the circle of hosts to include the Research Institute
Societal Cohesion at Bielefeld University (FGZ)

We continue the open debate, the exchange of
knowledge but also questions that we have.

6th of July 2022/Wednesday

4 - 5.30pm (s.t.)

click here for meeting link *

meeting-ID: 639 8054 2168

password: 838176

Input by A.-Prof. Dr. Tymofii Brik
(Kyiv School of Ecnomics, Center for Sociological Research – Decentralization and Local Development Studies

Tymofii Brik is a researcher at the Kyiv School of Economics, co-founder of the public
restaurant UrbanSpace500 and chairman of the supervisory board of CEDOS. In 2018, he 

received the N. Panina “The best young sociologist of Ukraine” award. He received his Ph.D. 
in social science at the University of Carlos III (Madrid) and obtained a Master’s degree in 
Sociology and Social Research from Utrecht University. In 2018 and 2019-2020 he was a 

visiting researcher at Stanford University and New York University respectively.

Moderated by Dr. Arin Ayanian
(IKG at Bielefeld University)

*  Take NOTE: The event is poss. recorded for internal purposes (follow-up, text selection for interviews). 

Verbal contributions will not be disseminated without consent.

https://uni-bielefeld.zoom.us/j/63980542168?pwd=YVA1YjZmV2pNdFZiU3Q0bStmZEF0Zz09

